STRATEGIC OPERATIONS PLAN – OA ACTION PLAN (final year – 2013)

Strong Meetings

1. "The Year of Abstinence Awareness" - Have abstinence workshops
2. Encourage sponsors to educate sponsees - Give service
3. Step & Tradition study meetings or within mtgs. - Read Steps & Traditions as written
4. Establish newcomers’ mtgs.
5. Wider variety of OA Literature to use in mtgs.
6. Encourage use of meeting formats & OA download page
7. Encourage identification of abstinent sponsors at all OA events

Committed Service Bodies

1. Promote exchange between neighboring SB’s to bring fresh recovery to one another
2. Increase awareness of Delegate Support Fund for WSBC
3. Encourage attendance at Region 9 A&C and at WSBC - 5 minute writing exercise

Financial Health

1. Increase Lifeline renewal - Groups purchase subscription of Lifeline
2. Promote new & revised literature - literature now available with indexes
3. Perform financial workshops (7th tradition)

SOP FOR 2014 –

1. Increase focus on actions required for abstinence - how to start & keep abstinence; strong abstinence checklist; abstinence workshop
2. Increase focus on the necessity of working all 12 steps - how to work the steps differently; to work/use/live the steps; workshop utilizing OA 12x12 and its workbook
3. Increase focus on individual's responsibilities to carry message - how to be a sponsor / sponsee; tips for passing the message; promote the responsibility pledge
MORE TASKS COMING FROM PAST COMMITTEE SESSIONS -

- Royalties
- Contributions
- Tradition 7 item
- Tent Cards
- Lifeline Weekly template & guidelines of local websites
- Update "What is R9"
- Sponsor list
- Countries not present at R9 Assembly
- TSW Handbook
- Translations List
- Promote translating
- Update bylaws and p&p
- Newspaper articles
- Sponsorship workshop
- OA English glossary
- Link to WS posters
- Information gathering on how to reach out to people who are still suffering